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Who is SKM.digital?
SKM.digital is a team of top-notch professional WordPress developers and project managers. Our
goal is simple - Provide clients with enterprise grade digital solutions leveraging the WordPress
platform.

Why SKM.digital?
SKM.digital lives and breathes WordPress development and has developed well over a 100 custom
WordPress themes and plugins in just over 3 years time. Unlike many white-label WordPress
development companies, when you work with SKM.digital you work directly with a hybrid developer /
project manager in the United States. SKM.digital builds relationships and the proof is that over 90% work
with us on more than three projects. In fact, most clients have been working with SKM.digital since they
company’s start in 2016.

How can SKM.digital help my company grow?
SKM.digital will help your company grow by becoming your go-to resource for any and all WordPress
development tasks including custom WordPress theme & plugin development as well as
maintenance and optimization. You provide the design and specs and SKM.digital will take care of
the rest leaving you time to do what your company does best. Leave the development to the
experts.

How do we work together?
Working with SKM.digital simple. Simply give us a call or shoot us an email and we will get the ball rolling.
A typical workflow consists of project discovery & design, development kickoff, development, quality
check and deployment. We then provide ongoing support moving forward on an hourly and retainer basis
after our 30 day quality guarantee expires. Tools we love include Trello, Slack, Jira and Google Docs.

Costs & Timeline
We believe in simple and transparent pricing.
● Hourly Rate: $75
● Project rates available for projects estimated over 150 hours
● We bill in thirds - 33% upon agreement, 33% at initial review, 33% upon completion
● Typical turnaround time for initial review is 4-6 weeks for simpler projects and up to 8-12 weeks
for more complex integrations

